Abstract. Explicit formulae are given for the inverses of certain tridiagonal scalar and block matrices.
Notes.
(i) The matrices will be of order n X n.
(ii) Tr, Ur will denote the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kinds respectively, both with argument X.
(iii) The elements of A, A-1 will be denoted by aT" a~/ respectively. Similarly
Matrix A,n ^ 2. ars = -a r = s -i,n , = -2X r = s = 2(l)n -1 , = 1 |r -s\ = 1, = 0 otherwise ,
Matrix B, n ^ 3. brs = ctrs, except that bin = 6»i = 1 ,
a2Un-2 -2aUn-z -2(1 4-Tn-2) I + ^. Generalization to Partitioned Matrices. If, in the matrices A and B, the scalars a, X, 1 are replaced by the m X m matrices r, A, /, (/ being the unit matrix), respectively, then the results given above will still be valid if TA = AT, and the reciprocals which occur are replaced by the inverses of the corresponding matrices.
For example, the inverse of A, in block form, will be -[r4^ -2TUn-_ + Un-iT'lTUr-, -Ur-z][TUn-,-l ~ £/"_, _,] where the argument of the Chebyshev polynomials is now A.
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